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RISK AND RISK HOMEOSTASIS
Muhammad Akbar All Shah" & G.R. Pasha"

We consider the diversity in the definition and application of risk,
objective and subjective risk ill particular with reference to rare
event are 4)scusseJ Wild's theory of risk homeostasis is expanded
in the context of raad accidents.

Abstract

1. . Introduction
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The term 'risk' is often used to mean simply "probability" but with a
. judgement of the event whose probability is being assessed. In this sense the
verbal relationship between probability and risk is somewhat like the distinction
between "and" and "but" logically equivalent but semantically district. It might be
possible to speak of the risk of getting heads in the toss of coin, and this would be
understood to mean the probability of that event, with the customary scaling on
the unit interval. However;. unless the event "heads" carried with it some
unfortunate consequence, the use of the wood "risk" in such a context would
appear somehow inappropriate,

Hauer (1982) defines "risk is the probability (chance) of accident
occurrence" and other autl,lors although not starting the identity so explicitly seem
to agree with the idea. It is noteworthy that if the definition of risk were this
simple, there would no need for the term "risk" at all.

Taha (1982) explains risk in term of business cpntext. In risky siwations
the profit cJ will no longer be a fixed value, rather, it is a random variable whose
exact numerical value is unknown but can be responded in terms of probability
density function, itcJ). Thus it does not make sense to take about cJ without
associating some probability statement with it. The profit contribution of the
variable CJxJ is also a random variaGle whose exact value for a given value of xJ is
unknown. .

Risk appears to be reserved for those probabilities which must be
estimated empirically. In this sense, we can speak of the risk of an earthquake, a
telephone system overload. Also with definition the scaling to the until interval is

. '. still necessary, if we are to equate risk with probability. .
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Risk is conceived as being a time dependent quantity, and so should be
formalized as a function r (t) of a continous time parameter, with values in the
until interval (0, I), A parallel for such a quantity in applied mathematics; for
example the time varying parameter representing the probability of a random
occurrence, such as demand for service. ~-:.., .,.- ~

The probability of an interval exceeding t between' two consecutive
arrivals is the. same as the' probability' of no arrival. is' same' as' zero. The
probability of no 'arrival in the inieIVal t immediately following the first arrival.
. -A.t • ~. ~,•.~ t'I.e. e . -" \. ..-.... ..•.........•

., it- .1,"

P( I " I' 1) 1 -),61 'at east one umt arnva at mterva t = - e

P (at least one unit arrival at interval Ilt) = I - e-),61 '1

. = limit (I -efMI . 1. .,
~t ~ <f)
, -MI

= I\.e

Risk may be present in any activity. It is usually be slight, If we were to
coniact the riskiest traffic situation imaginable, perhaps an angry drunken dull •
witted young male, the risk of collision would still be evaluated as beginning with
several places of zeros, Only in abnormal situation like warfare do risk appear to
be truly significant, A probability equal to zero does not imply an even which is
impossible, It is acceptable to speak of an accident occurring at zero risk. The
choice of a point at random on a line segment is an example of the proceed
occurrence of an event of probability zero:'

If we confine risk to the unit interval, we are prohibiting certain kinds of
additivity, If the risk today is P and risk tomorrow is q we cannot claim that the
risk over these two days is p + q: Ifwe adopted such formulation it would be easy
to find risks greater then one. A probability represents the probability of some
"event" in the case of risk, the event would be an accident, or more specifically,
an accident classified by time place type etc. Thus, if E represents a broken arm, F
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a broken leg, witflco'rresponding risks pand q the probability of a broken. limb
would be not p + q but rather p + q minus the 'fisk ofthe both a broken ahn and
broken leg, Thi~, res.triction on, additivity ,is"a necessary consequence. of the
definition,o.fr,i,s~.as p~op?\Ji.'ity, '." . .\ ,,', .' .' ..

3. Risk Compensation

!ltt ., _.." : . "1". ':'" . '1 ...,..,.., ,. " ': .

~ . ,Howev'er defined, it' is' clear~that riSK is a' quantity to be estimated rather
th~~ deduced. By esiiriJillion:we included con~eni'ional staiistieai estima'tion,
info'ifned 6piniO~ based perhaps 'on precedent, as weil as teamical studies s~ch 'as
eng'ineerin'g analysis of componehts. In such a situaiionit is clear that estiniates'

,. f •.. ."1"' , • tp..,'.. ,., I 'I •.•• "...J ' " >.'. .

may vary, depending 'on' the amount of information available and the strcilgth. of
the estimation procedure The road user's ability to evaluate risk is that he inay be
basing individual conclusions largely on the particular sitliations which he
confronts from moment to moment, .rather .than on large scale averages available:
'to the expert. For example few would doubt that running red light is. in general,
considerably riskier than not doing so, is minimal or even zero, so thai a ratienal
being would be deterred by fear or arrest, social disapproval or some extraneous'
consideration. There are many situations in driving on automobile where
perceived behaviour implies inaccurate calculation, of risk, The .(lulilb:er of
accidents occurring also seems to furnish proof of drivers inability always'lo
calculate risk, or to respond appropriately to the collection, even though accidents
may occur at zero risk. In this circumstances driver's failure to take suitable
precuation such as wearing a seat belt, remaining sober and riving slowly, can be
understood as logical even if not desirable from the point of view of society. ,

The overall picture of risk, therefore, consists, for a particular driver on a'
particular journey, of two time-dependent curves one "objective" ,and one
"subjective". To.herelationship between these curves rilay vary. wit.h time and. also'
with the driver.invalved The doctrine .01' "perceived risk''.,(i.e subjective risk) as'
now employed by; traffic; safety agencies applies to situations whose the driver's'
perception of risk is jntended, to be deliberately misled. ,The classic case. is
propagilnda'PFograms desigl)ed to .make road users believe. that the risk of arrest; .
of injury, 0," eVe1)of death is greater than expert calculations, indicate to be the
truth. Such attempts to separate belief from objective evidence are seldom
successful except in the short run.

.. i" '1';:" ,"

, .,Scientific, studies show that many drivers' respond in some, manner'to,
. changes in objective risk, tacompensate for greater risk, or far lesser risk"A-
snowstorrn will clearly produce. slower tranic, conversely, melting snow,and
drying roads will be accompallied by higher traveling speeds The concept of a
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Thus by Poisson process
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5. . Probability of Severity

4. RiskHome~stasis

We consider a population of traffic minded pedestrians with a probability
density function of crashes furs). That is, given that those pedestrian who is not
traffic .minded is in a crash, the probability that is has' severity s iii furS). We
consider s to be no more then some physical measure, or function of physical

Wild's theory of risk homeostasis is an principle that driver's attempt to
establish a balance between what happens on the road and their level of
acceptable subjectivc risk (Wilt/e, .1978, 1982; wiltll! IIntiMariloch, 1982).
Essentially, wilde expended Taylor's compensatory model into a general theory
of behaviour under unce~tainty.

Wilde:s risk's hoineostasis theory (1978, 1982, 1985, 1986) proposes that
an underlying feedback control system somewhat analogous to a thermostat
operates to keep user risk at an essentially constant level. Basically this theory
suggest that the overage collective risk is hold at a constant rate per unit of time
and that it is independent of external changes, in much the same why that the
thermal homeostatic system in warm blooded animals such as'man keeps the body

. temperature essentially constant, independent of even large changes in ambient
. I
temperature, .

. (15)

et:Jl qo.b(s)fll(S)ds

et:Jl qo.u (s)fll(s)ds

Rtruc

Let us define the ratio

Risk I/ml Ri.\k Homeo.\tllsis

measure, with the probability that as s increases, the probability of a fatality
increase from essentially zero at very low severities to essentially unity at very
high severities.

Let us further assume that when a crash of severity s occurs, the
probability that traffic minded pedestrian is killed is given by q••.u (s) Then the
number of pedestrians who are not traffic minded killed is given by

Effectiveness = I -' Rtruc X 100

The pnly difference in the denominator and nu.merator is the probability of
fatality as a function of severity, the distribution of crash severities is the same in
denominator and numerator. Hence, R'N' measures the ratio of new to old
fatalities. assuming that a formerly those pedestrians, who were not traffic minded
became a traffic minded pedestrians, with nothing else changing. To evaluate
effectiveness of traffic education we have

00

Nb =. N1 f qO'b(s)fu(s)ds.
o

et:J

Nu = Nt f qo.u(s)fu(s)ds,
o

Where N-' is the number of crashes per years by the pedestrians who are
not traffic minded,

The precise meaning of trallic minded ness used here is based on asking
. how many of the pedestrians in the.above population would have been killed if,
instead of all pedestrians who are not trallic minded, they had all been traffic

. minded, other pre-crash factors remaining identical. Let us assume that the
probability that a traffic minded pedestrian is killed when involved in a crash of
severity s is qOb (s) then the number of formally pedestrians who are not traffic
minded have been killed had they were traffic minded is given by

I

Mullamnltul Akb'lr Ali S1IlIh & G.R. Pllslla( 14)

compensatory loop appcars in the literature as early as 1938 (Sllal" 1994,. Gih.wln
lin II Cook~, 1938) Smeetl (1949) also mentions a

"hlJlly of opinion 1/11/1 '/IIIt/I/II/II/,e prm'i.\ion of better r(;l/Ilsfor
eXllmple, tire inaell.\e in .\iglrt line.\ itlerely enllhles lire motorist
to (Iri,'e f".\.ter, 1111(1 the re.~uft i.~tile slline numher of IlceMent II.~
~~~~. '-
The first formed application of the risk compensation principle in the

. literature was Taylor's risk-speed compensadon model (Tllyler, 1964). Its basic
tenet is that ihe larger the ,perceived risk is the lowera driver chosen speed will
be. In short thc product ofpcrceived risk and specd is constant. The accepted level
of risk is individual determined. partly on the, interval factors such as age and
meuroticisin (MicluJII, 198J). .

Crownie and Calderwood (1966) formulated a "compensation principle"
by arguing that accidents are the products of a simple dosed loop model of the
accident process. According to' that process the favourable effects of a safety ..
measure will be counter-balanced wherithe "warning". feedback is eliminated
from the system.
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our estimate of

Cf) Cf)

J qo (S) /I(S) ds J qp (s) h (S) ds
o 0 ..

R
r,'T.~

R1ruc = [3R .
t. .• .•~. , 1

The factor J3 is a 'biasing or 'correctlng, 'factor relating
effeetivelless, R, to its true value; J3 is gi"en explicitly by ,

to'; .
Cf) Cf)

-S qp (s) J.(s) ds J qo (s) h (s) ds ,.o '. 0 ,',. ',.
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BAYESIAN FORECASTING USING NON-UNEAR
TIME SERIES MODELS.

Zafar Mahmud
Department of Statistics, Bahauddin Zakariya University,

Multan, Pakistan.

Abstract:
It is generally considere,1that the 'st'ltisticalforecasting methods
are .~uperiorto the metho,I,~,which are ba.~edon Non-.~tati.~tical
Principle.~. Non-stati.~tical methotl.~ are le.~.~.~ophisticated ami
simple to understand for ,In ordinary person. 'This paper presents
the forecast base,1on purely statistical methOits called Bayesian
Foreca.~ting.A.~ymmetrictime series method ha.~been used along
with Kalman'.~ Filter re.mlts. GARCH process has been u.~edto
estimate non-constant l'ilriances in the obsen'ation equation anti
in the system equation. Finally exchange rate of Pakistani rupees
again.~tUKpounds i.5 u.5edfor foreca.~tingprupose.

Keywords
Non-linearity; Bayesian; Forecasting; Asymmetric; Time series: GARCH

Variances and Simplex Methods.

1. 'Introduction

There has been a boom in the development of statistical forecasting
methods throughout the twentieth century. It has been noted through some
comparative studi~s on univariate time series forecasting, "that no single
procedure or class of procedure is superior in all circumstances"; see Newbold
and Granger (1965), Reid (1975), Makridakis and Hibon (1979), Makridakis et al
(1982) and Makridakis et al (1993), The.statistical model considered in this study
is the Nonlinear Dynamic Time Series Model, which may include the non normal
and nonlinear forms and in particular it contains complex nonlinear model which
is an extension a dynamic linear model discussed by Harrison and Stevens (1976)
This extension of dynamic linear model is based on the innovations with one of
different rules according to the whether the innovation is positive or negative,
whi..:h was referred asymmetric time series by Wecker (1981). The asymmetric
model is generally required in the situation where the distribution of the residual
is squared with non-zero mean. In fitting asymmetric moving average model
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